Hanging Rope Hammock
Select the area and anchor points to mount your hammock. These points must be about 15 feet (4.5m)
apart and must include two load bearing vertical beams such as trees, stud lumber from an existing
structure, or a professionally mounted sturdy, wooden post. If the tree or post distance is less than 15
feet apart, you will need to raise the point where you install for each of the two screw hooks using a
3/16” (3mm) drill bit, drill a hole on each side (approximately 4” (10cm) deep.)
These holes should be approximately four to five feet above the ground. The mounting hardware
included in this package is intended for installation with solid wood. It should not be used with brick,
metal, plaster, or drywall. Insert each screw hook into the pilot hole and tighten until the eye of the
screw is touching the surface of the hole and the threads are completely embedded in the wood. Hang
your hammock on the installed hardware.
If the anchor points are too far apart, it may be necessary to attach an additional piece of chain or rope
and S-hooks to each of the hammock’s O rings, thus extending the reach of your hammock.
Disclaimer:
Please note: Glocal International Limited and all agents or representatives thereof cannot assume
responsibility for special, indirect, or consequential damages or contingent liability for use of this product
in a manner not expressly intended by the manufacturer. End consumer is ultimately responsible for
verifying proper installation of eyebolt according to our guidelines explained herewith in. We strongly
recommend that you adhere to our maximum height recommendations.
About Your Warranty:
Your hammock has a year factory warranty against faulty workmanship or weak materials.
Adjusting Your Hammock
Fine tuning of your hammock is possible for maximum comfort. Raise or lower the hammock by using
the chain supplied. The first time you sit in your hammock it will stretch as much as 12inches (30cm) so
be careful as you sit. Also, any rope you use may stretch. Again, be careful as you sit. This hammock
should be used by a maximum of two people and their combined weight should not exceed 500pounds.
Washing and care instructions
Using a soft brush and warm soapy water, scrub where necessary. Allow to dry on a flat surface or by
hanging.
Warning:
Not suitable for wasting machine, tumble dryers or chemical bleaches.
Important reminders:
spinning or swinging in the hammock is not recommended. The ropes may loosen, which may result in
injury.
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